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Tuesday
Wednesday
Times table
Times table
challenge
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Video or ppt
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Thursday
Times table
challenge
Video or ppt

Friday
Numeracy
Ninjas
Video or ppt

Daily news +
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if wanted

Handwriting

Break
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(All on English
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Reading
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Spelling
video or ppt

60 second read +
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wanted

Free reading or read
Picture newspaper

All in one
document

Spelling : Video on Monday + 10 minutes practice each day

Hi everybody,
I hope you all had a successful week last week. Thank you for all the work that
has been sent over. We really enjoy seeing it.
I understand that some children are flying through the work without the
distraction of the classroom so I have added extension tasks wherever possible.
Also remember, they can complete as much topic homework as they would like
(see topic homework sheet sent previously) There are also daily education
programs on BBC every day for Primary aged children and a range of videos on
BBC bitesize if you need anything extra.
READING
For Wednesday’s reading, I have added a copy of the Picture News paper to the
website if any of the children are interested in reading it. There is also a Picture
News activity (like the pet one from last week) but this is an extra activity this
week. We would also encourage the children to read independently at least 3
times a week outside of these sessions.

SPELLING
This week, there is a Powerpoint or video for the children to watch on Monday
to get them started and then we ask that they practise these words every day
for around 10 minutes. They will then apply this in their handwriting activity on
Friday.

MATHS
WARM UPS
The warm up sheets this week are a times table challenge sheet. The idea is that
they complete the sheet whilst timing themselves and then record their time
when they are finished. For some of the children, this could take a very long time
so we would recommend that you set a timer for 2 minutes and answer as many
as possible in the time.

VIDEOS
I’m really pleased that everyone is finding the Maths videos useful and I will
continue to make them as often as possible. I will send you the link to Youtube
for these daily as they cannot be published on the website.

Please can you ensure that your child is recording their work as they watch the
video on a separate piece of paper. I have made a separate document which
includes all of the children’s Try it, Use it and Prove it tasks so if you wanted to
print these for them to record their work on, you could. I have also had people
asking for Powerpoints with no answers on so I have made a version with the
answers at the end. If you would like a copy of these, then please email me
separately as I don’t want to bombard people with too many documents! I know
this can be very overwhelming!!

As always, please email me if you have any questions. I am available in school
on a Thursday afternoon if you would like a phone conversation or email to
arrange a better time if necessary. This can be to talk to you or your children.

Many thanks,
Miss Bence and Mrs Ward

